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Abstract:

Normally planners in countries such as Sweden, Netherlands and Denmark blame"modern life" and, in particular, the car and the lifestyle it brings formost of
the spatial problems encountered in urban areas, for instance "sprawl", "the fragmented town" etc. However, the critic should concentrate more on a small
"network" of a few architects and planners, including an inspector (C. D. Buchanan, UK) and a single police man (H. Alker Tripp, UK) who were heavily
involved in the process of integrating the car as an element in the planning of urban areas and developing recommendations for road planning principles in
urban areas.

These road planning principles were a spin-off of a pure urban planning ideology but was primarily used to solve the massive road safety and accessibility
problems in the urban areas created by the car. The strong ideal shared by the people within the "network" were based on the dictum "forms follow functi-
on" about mans behaviour, the car and the structure of the urban areas and was based on very little empirical research. The use of
the urban planning thoughts expressed as road planning principles indicated and supported a changing perception of the urban areas, although people in the
"network" (Le Corbusier, F. and Clarence S. Stein, US) had very different ideas about how the urban ideal itself should be expressed.

Basically, the recommendation concerning traffic and specifically the car was the same, segregation. This shift in perception had spatial implications: Firstly
through the recommendation of turning the individual urban (residential) areas inwards or upwards i.e. away from the car traffic on the streets. Secondly the
recommendation concerning the orientation of the individual (residential) buildings - the most important facades on (residential) buildings should face the
sun or nature and not the street. Thirdly through the recommendation of combing particular functions in particular urban areas - schools in residential areas,
business and industry in industrial areas etc. and thereby created highlysegregated urban areas and segregated traffic on the streets in the areas.
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A "Network" and
a "Dictum"

Normally architects and planners blame modern life, and es-

pecially the motor car, for must of  the spatial problems they

encounter in urban areas. But it can be shown that a small

network of  a few architects and planners (and a single po-

liceman) was heavily involved in the process of  initiating

modern life, and especially the motor car, in planning urban

areas. Now nearly one hundred years old, the network is still

working, inspired by one simple strong idea (based on the

dictum “Form follows function”) about man’s behaviour and the

structure of  the town based on very little empirical research.

On the following pages an example is presented of a network that

has developed a number of “classical road planning references”. These

“classical road planning references” are based on town planning, and it is

clearly demonstrated how road planning is gradually developing into

a discipline which is independent from town planning.1 This is hap-

pening as a consequence of the growing need for, and choice of,

cheap transport, realised via a transport system in which the petrol-

driven motor car and the road are the main elements and the town

the context. The satisfaction of the need for cheap and efficient

transport has come to affect the town to such an extent that today

the road has possibly become – at the cost of the house – the domi-

nant element in many new urban areas.2 At the same time it can be

shown that the “classical road planning references”, from Raymond Un-

win’s “garden city” to S. Olof Gunnarsson and the “SCAFT” town,

lead to a demonstrated recommendation of a divided and frag-

mented town where the street facades of the houses are pulled back

from the road or face inwards. It is proposed here that these “classi-

cal road planning references” are based on modern town planning and

indeed the concept of the “functional planning method”, which contains

some of  the core considerations of  - or perhaps even the idea be-

hind – the “classical road planning references” and the use of  road plan-

ning principles in urban areas.3 The concept can be briefly expressed

as follows: “Form follows function”4 or “Function determines design, design

determines behaviour, behaviour determines function, etc.”5 It is deemed here

that this concept is transferred to road planning principles, and the

idea is that conscious considerations (planning) with regard to co-

herence between the town’s roads and the town’s functions can cre-

ate a situation with, for instance, a higher level of  road safety and

better traffic flow for people in urban areas than if  no (road) plan-
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Figure 1: Overview of the “classical road planning references”
and a “planner network”
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ning is carried out.6 In practice this takes place in town planning

(road planning) by dividing a geographical area or the town into a

number of  urban areas (zones) according to function and then

placing these functions in a hierarchy.7 Figure 1, showing an over-

view and a selection of “classical road planning references”, represents

one of several approaches to the subject – but at the same time an

approach which is considered here to be the best possible and

which attempts to draw together the entire subject field in accor-

dance with current knowledge in the area. The key element in the

majority of the selected “classical road planning references” is the desire

to simultaneously create the greatest possible road safety and the

greatest possible traffic flow. The means of doing this are the road

and the road network, which are used to create “order” in the traffic

and the town, for example by giving the road network – and thereby

the town – an ideal form by establishing a hierarchy of roads in the

town, or by dividing the traffic on the roads – according to its func-

tion – into through traffic and local traffic respectively.  A review of

these “classical road planning references” gives a clear indication of the

fact that the purpose of “creating order” in the traffic has perhaps not

always meant the same as it does today, and therefore in the future

it may obtain yet another meaning – for us and for the town, as well

as for architects and planners.
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Road planning, the motor car and the modern town: In order to

gain an understanding of the concepts and problems in the town

that are related to modern road planning in urban areas today, espe-

cially in Northern Europe, it is necessary, as already mentioned, to

take a step back in time. Back to the first meeting of urban areas,

the roads and the motor car, and to the creation of the modern

town, and thereby the development which subsequently took place.8

It is from this that the road planning principles that are employed in

the town today have evolved.9 It can be shown that road planning in

urban areas in countries such as Sweden, the Netherlands and

Denmark is time and time again based on a certain number of

American and North European references when the town’s prob-

lems in relation to the motor car are to be described. There is

nothing strange in this because it is indeed in these American and

North European regions of the world that the town and the petrol-

driven motor car first met.10 Figure 1 shows this relationship and

gives one of the few complete overviews of the most important

“classical road planning references”.11 Central for road planning in Swe-

den, the Netherlands and Denmark are, however, five references:

Raymond Unwin (UK), Clarence S. Stein (USA), H. Alker Tripp

(UK), Colin D. Buchanan (UK) and S. Olof Gunnarsson (SV). A

sixth crucial reference exists which has had decisive influence on

town planning and road planning in Sweden, the Netherlands and

Denmark, as well as in most of the Western World. This reference is

traditionally only mentioned indirectly in a road context.12 It is the

reference to the functionalistic principles for road and town plan-

ning which were first formulated in the so-called “Athens Charter”

from CIAM’s congress in 1933, see Le Corbusier (F).13 The reason

that the principles are included in this review is that both Colin D.

Buchanan (UK) and S. Olof Gunnarsson (SV) have been inspired

by some elements of these principles and end up with solutions

which are almost directly rooted or directly inspired by the princi-

ples in the “Athens Charter” from 1933. The first two references,

Raymond Unwin (UK) and Clarence S. Stein (USA), take their

starting points in the planning of new urban areas, but are relevant

for later development since they are often subsequently referred to

in connection with road planning in existing urban areas.14 The next

three references, H. Alker Tripp (UK), Colin D. Buchanan (UK)

and S. Olof Gunnarsson (SV), get their inspiration from the first

two, but in this case the focus is on problems in both new and ex-

isting urban areas. The formal basis for these five selected classical

road planning references and the so-called “Athens Charter” from

1933 is that the correct set of principles for road planning can, to a

greater or lesser extent, solve traffic problems which are defined as

important. However, the real basis is that behind each set of plan-

ning principles is a “trade-off between mobility and liveability”,15 or be-
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tween “the access function” and “the traffic function”16, which are coloured

by the historical period, the prevailing attitudes and, in particular,

the circumstances under which they were created. All six “classical

road planning references” are inscribed in a positivistic tradition,17 which

is characterised by a belief that through technical solutions, i.e. via

road planning, it is possible to solve society-created problems. In

this regard there is often a desire to increase road safety without

disturbing traffic flow. Such a proposition may appear to have a

paradoxical character today since the means (for example, physical

changes to the road) which one wishes to employ may not be able

to solve the problems alone. Indeed, the basis for these six “classical

road planning references” may not be the search for the complete solu-

tion (although road planning principles in their original form do

seem to have a utopian character) since in many cases their effects

cannot be proved, only rendered probable.18 The basis for the six

“classical road planning references” is perhaps more of an attempt to re-

duce the problems that the introduction of a particular new trans-

port system based on a particular technology (the petrol-driven

motor car) creates in a particular context (the town) and a particular

type of society (the industrial society). The starting point, however,

in all six cases is that certain solutions exist, i.e. road planning prin-

ciples, that are better than others at reducing the problems that the

introduction of the motor car into the urban environment creates.

Finally, the six “classical road planning references” – with their different

road planning principles – consist of several different layers, for

example a historical/philosophical layer. As previously mentioned,

road planning developed as an independent discipline from town

planning in around 1900 and has thereby taken over several of this

discipline’s fundamental conflicts – for example the philosophically-

inspired clash between utilitarian-inspired and romantically-inspired

planning. This conflict can in principle be followed right down to

the practical/technical layer when planning principles are to be im-

plemented. More utilitarian-inspired planners such as Le Corbusier

work with grid layouts and straight road courses, whilst the more

romantically-inspired planners such as Raymond Unwin acclaim the

radial town and the varied and interrupted course of the roads as an

ideal.19

Several other attempts have been made to divide up the period of

time covering the “classical road planning references” from 1900 until the

present day (2002, ed.) into a series of  paradigms in the best “Kuh-

nian” manner.20 The Swede, S. O. Gunnarsson, who is one of  the

fathers of  the internationally famous “SCAFT” road planning prin-

ciples, points out that in Sweden one has worked with three para-

digms during the same period: “build” (the 1960s), “expose”(the 1970s)

and “steer” (the 1980s)21. Table 1 shows a third
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Table 1: An overview of paradigms and time based on the table “Development of road safety paradigms” (1991)22

ASPECTS
PARADIGM I PARADIGM  II PARADIGM III PARADIGM IV

Decennia of dominat-
ing position

1900 –1925/35 1925/35 – 1965/70 1965/70 – 1980/85 1980/85 -

Description Control of motorised
carriage

Mastering
traffic situations

Managing the
traffic system

Managing the
transport system

Main idea and FOCUS Use CARS as horse drawn
carriages

Adapt people to manage traffic
SITUATIONS

Eliminate risk factors from
road traffic SYSTEM

Consider exposure of risks, regulate
TRANSPORT

Motor vehicles/1000
people

Less than 25 25 – 250 250-500 500

Main disciplines in-
volved

Law enforcement Car and road engineering, psychology Traffic engineering, traffic
medicine, advanced statistics

Advanced technology,
systems analysis,

sociology, communications
Organisation of vehicle
production

Craft-production,
Craftsmen’s manufacturing

Mass-production workers assembly Lean production, group assem-
bly, group assembly on sub-

contracting

Recycling materials

Terms used about un-
desirable events

Collision Accident Crash, casualty Costs, suffering

Role of persons using
motor vehicles

Ownership of vehicles: “Car
owner”

User of motor power: “Motorist” Active part of the system:
“Driver”

Social partnership:
“Road-user”

Attitudes towards
automobiles

Fearful curiosity Blind admiration Prudent tolerance Calm consideration

Ideas concerning un-
certainty in research

Transitional problem, passing
stage of maladjustment

Individual problem, inadequate
morals and skills

Defective traffic system Risk exposure

Data ideals in research Basic statistics: “What” Causes of accidents:
“Why”

Cost/benefit ratio of means:
“How”

Multidimensional

Organisational form of
safety work

Separate efforts on trial and
error basis

Co-ordinated efforts on voluntary
basis

Programmed efforts, efforts
authorised politically

Decentralisation, local management

Typical counter-
measures

Vehicle requirements and in-
spection, school patrols

The three E's doctrine, screening of
accident prone drivers

Combined samples of measures
of diminishing risks

Networking and pricing transport costs

Effects/impacts Gradual increase in both traffic
and health risks

Rapid increase of health risk with
decreasing traffic risk

Successive cycles of decrease of
health and traffic risks

Continuous reduction of serious road accidents
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proposal for a paradigmatic division in which a broader description

of  the development in the period is sought based on the number of

vehicles per 1,000 inhabitants. In this context, however, it is deemed

that there is no justification for working with more paradigms in the

“Kuhnian sense”23 in order to describe the historical development of

the road planning principles in urban areas. It is proposed here that

it is simply a question of  different developments within the same

overall paradigm. The point is that the road planning idea itself, with

its references to the “functional road planning method”, is a coherent

paradigm which, from its liberation from town planning in around

1900 up until the present day (2002, ed.), has more or less survived

intact and unchallenged. It is deemed here that road planning prin-

ciples’ fundamental considerations, problems and solutions with

regard to road safety and traffic flow associated with the road and

the motor car in urban areas are the same today as in around 1900.

In a brief  and simplified form this can be expressed as follows: “low

speed/high road safety and low traffic flow” – “high speed/low road safety and

high traffic flow”, which is translated into the demands for “few vehicles

/many vehicles” respectively on the given roads in the given urban

areas. The only new acknowledgement is that today’s roads, and

thereby road planning principles, cannot in themselves definitively

solve people’s need for (car) transport in urban areas at the same

time as addressing considerations in full with regard to both road

safety and traffic flow for all types of  road user. However, this ac-

knowledgement was developed as far back as the middle of  the

1960s and is very precisely described in C. D. Buchanan’s book

“TRAFFIC IN TOWNS” from 1963. In this case, this acknow-

ledgement is substantiated alone in a number of practical experi-

ences with the hitherto explosive growth in the number of cars in

existing urban areas and the problems which a forecasted develop-

ment of the growth in the number of vehicles in these areas would

lead to. This was a situation which for obvious reasons could not

have been predicted at the time that the motor car made its break-

through some 60 years previously since one could have had no idea

of  how key a technology the road and the motor car would eventu-

ally become in Western society.24 However, there is nothing to sug-

gest that these “golden road-building days”, of  which “TRAFFIC IN

TOWNS” was a reflection, will return (even though in Denmark, for

example, there have been periodic increases in public road invest-

ments and a continuous increase in road traffic).25 We are, in other

words, always affected by the experiences and events which time has

bestowed upon us, and we will clearly never experience the same

explosive growth in the number of  cars per 1,000 inhabitants which

took place in Western Europe in the 1950s and 1960s.26 What the

attempt with regard to the various divisions and “paradigmatic break-

downs” of  the historical development of  road planning principles
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clearly shows, however, is that the visions behind road planning

principles and the weighting of  the desired means are subject to

change – and thereby so is the focus on the problems which road

planning principles over time are designed to solve. At the same

time, however, it is also deemed here that the central aspect of  road

planning principles, i.e. the weighing up of  considerations with re-

gard to road safety and traffic flow respectively and the conse-

quences thereof  for the individual road user and for the layout of

the town of  the future, is not challenged.27

Raymond Unwin’s “garden city”: The starting point for Ray-

mond Unwin was the (urban) planning of the new town or garden

city with access to the open air and the countryside, in addition to

the character of modern traffic28. The garden city was located out-

side the old city (London) as it is described by Ebenezer Howard in

“Garden Cities” and realised in the town of Letchworth from 1903,

which Raymond Unwin was involved in planning29 - see figure 2.30

Raymond Unwin and Ebenezer Howard’s garden cities were in-

tended to be placed in a satellite system surrounding major cities

and based on “functional zoning”. In other words, in each town there

were separate areas containing business and industry, educational

establishments, and housing respectively. Inspired by the huge

problems caused by the continued industrialisation of urban areas,

Raymond Unwin himself says of the overall planning and zoning of

the town: “We shall need the power to reserve suitable areas for factories,

where they will have every convenience for their work and cause the minimum of

nuisance for their neighbours.”31

It is important to emphasise that Raymond Unwin’s town ends up

consisting of several centres (as is the case for a modern town)

containing, for example, industry or housing which are each placed

in their respective area of the town. In these town planning consid-

Figure 2: Example of the course of a road in a garden city
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erations, the principle of the town divided up according to function

is established as a boon. In other words, people now have to move

between different areas of the town depending on their purpose. In

this context, movement means traffic, and in 1909 Raymond Unwin

presented a number of individual considerations with regard to the

town and the “area” seen in relation to the road and the traffic - for

example:32 “Roads are primarily for traffic. They serve also a secondary pur-

pose in affording sites for buildings. They should therefore be considered in rela-

tion to both these functions, and in the order of their relative importance.”33

Raymond Unwin thereafter takes as his starting point the work with

the town’s physical layout defined by the sum of the roads, squares

and buildings (“the oblong, the lots and the buildings”).34 Unwin draws

parallels between the road through the town and the path of the

railway line through a landscape, and on the basis of this metaphor

tries to describe in more general terms how the traffic must be

planned based on a road hierarchy: “For our most important and busiest

highways we may well take a hint from the main railway lines, where central

tracks are provided for the through expresses, and outside tracks for the slow

stopping trains…… Leaving the track, only by those which have to pass right

across it; and the number of points at which these crossings can take place may

be restricted. In many of these roads special tracks are provided for tramways, for

riding and for cycling, in addition to those for the ordinary fast and slow traffic of

vehicles.”35

Central to Raymond Unwin’s ideas are two types of road which he

deems necessary to use in the town, “main roads (main arterias)”36 and

“residential roads (crossroads)”37, and the division of road users on the

roads according to type and purpose. Raymond Unwin does not

here define the roads’ function further, but he points out that the

existing roads are in his opinion too wide, yet still do not provide

enough space for all road users.38 With inspiration from America,

Raymond Unwin specifies the need for producing a road cross sec-

tion which has space for electrical or petrol-driven cars, trams and

pedestrians, as well as the need for longer, straight streets.39 As pre-

viously mentioned, however, he is more interested in the course of

the roads through the town and the town’s various centres and

zones (residential area, railway station, industrial areas), and thus the

town’s “beauty”40, than in the division of the traffic itself on the

road:41 “Except in cases where it is desirable to keep open distant views,

straight roads indefinitely prolonged without change of direction or deviation of

line are not only monotonous and destructive of satisfactory street pictures, but

when running parallel to the direction in which high winds are liable to blow, are

objectionable as developing their force to the utmost and creating a maximum of
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dust. Along these main roads a change of direction or a break in line must be

managed in such a manner as not seriously to impede traffic.”42

Where “main roads (main arterias)” cross each other, Raymond Unwin

suggests large roundabouts as the ideal solution. Inspiration comes

from France, e.g. “La Rue Soufflot”43 in Paris, but the central aspect

for Raymond Unwin here is still the roundabout as a space or area

within the town and not as a tool used solely for enabling traffic

flow. Where roundabouts cannot be used in the town due to a lack

of space, i.e. most often on “residential roads (crossroads)”, Raymond

Unwin has written about the spaces, the roads and the houses in the

town: “The essential thing is that every house should turn its face to the sun,

whence comes light, sweetness and health. The direction of roads and the fronting

to streets are details which must be made to fall in with this condition, or to give

way to it.”44

The central distinction between local and through traffic in town

and road planning was, however, hardly Raymond Unwin’s own

invention, but inspired from Germany, as can be seen from the fol-

lowing: “Unwin's desire to protect residents from through traffic brought a new

dimension into British town planning and could be seen as a German influ-

ence.”45

It is with Raymond Unwin, however, that the principle of the dis-

tinction between local and through traffic is adopted and positioned

as the central element which would later be found in almost all road

and town planning principles. Criticism of Raymond Unwin’s “aes-

thetic” and town planning ideas, and his lack of understanding of the

time in which he lived is probably most clearly expressed by Le

Corbusier: “Quite recently whole quarters have been constructed in Germany

based on this aesthetic (around 1929, ed.). (For it was purely a question of

aesthetics.) This was an appalling and paradoxical misconception in an age of

motorcars. “So much the better,” said a great authority to me, one of those who

direct and elaborate the plans for the extension of Paris; “motors will be com-

pletely held up”. But a modern town lives by the straight line: for the construc-

tion of buildings, sewers and tunnels, highways, pavements. The circulation of

traffic demands the straight line; it is the proper thing for the heart of a town

The curve is ruinous, difficult and dangerous; it is a paralyzing thing.”46

Clarence S. Stein’s new American suburb: With inspiration

rooted in the English “Garden Cities” and Raymond Unwin’s ideas, a

new residential area was planned and built about 30 km outside

New York by the architects Clarence S. Stein and Henry Wright in

1928. The suburb was called “Radburn”.47 The starting point here

was the planning and construction of the “ideal” new town as a radi-

cal departure from the existing town such as, for example, New
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York. The principles for the design of Radburn are based in road

planning terms on a desire to reduce the number of traffic accidents

and create a peaceful town for people with motor vehicles.48

The central element in Radburn is the idea of “the superblock”49, a

central, open area surrounded by houses, which in turn is placed

around a number of “cul-de-sacs”50, which all lead out onto a bigger

road, which in turn surrounds a number of “superblocks”. In each

house the kitchen thus faces the road and the living room faces the

natural parkland surroundings, which meant that children’s games in

any case took place in part on the kitchen side of the house and on

the adjacent “cul-de-sacs” and not in the parkland surroundings.51 The

planning of Radburn was the first attempt to produce a type of

town in which the town and the motor car were considered in tan-

dem. The planning of Radburn is based on five underlying princi-

ples.52

“The Radburn Idea, to answer the enigma 'How to live with the auto', or, if you

will, 'How to live in spite of it,' met these difficulties with a radical revision of

relation of houses, roads, paths, gardens, parks, blocks, and local neighbour-

hoods. For this purpose, it used the following elements:

1. The SUPERBLOCK …..

2. SPECIALISED Roads PLANNED AND BUILT FOR ONE

USER INSTEAD OF FOR ALL USERS…..

3. COMPLETE SEPARATION OF PEDESTRIAN AND

AUTOMOBILE…..

4. HOUSES TURNED AROUND…..

Figure 3: Principle detail from Radburn, Burnham Place
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5. PARK AS BACKBONE of the neighbourhood. …..”53

In order to establish a town, a number of “superblocks” are combined

to make up a “Neighbourhood Unit”, which according to Stein should

contain about 10,000 people and a number of functions. In Rad-

burn, which can be regarded as being a partly complete “Neighbour-

hood Unit”, there is an “Elementary school” (with access via footpaths)

located centrally between the “the superblocks”, a “shopping centre” (with

access via roads) located at a crossroads at the edge of “the super-

blocks”, and a sports field with tennis courts located by a railway

station (with access via footpaths and roads). The characteristic

feature of road planning in a collection of “Neighbourhood Units” is

“the segregation” of traffic, expressed in the following:

“1. Homes must have direct access to a footpath system.

2. This footpath system must lead to all the gathering places of the inhabitants.

3. The motor vehicles will be completely separate from the path system, except at

points of boarding and will serve areas through cul-de-sacs (or loops) with paths

under, connected by a collector or ring road, with the outside world.”54

The combination of these features is subsequently designated “the

Radburn Principle” or “the Radburn layout”. Clarence S. Stein names

Frederick L. Olmsted (the creator of Central Park from 1853 in

New York) 55 as the primary source of inspiration to “the Radburn

layout” and the segregated roads and footpaths in the form of, for

example, bridges, which separate pedestrian and motorised travel.

Clarence S. Stein himself writes about the principles for road plan-

ning in Radburn:

“At Radburn we proposed to unscramble the varied services of urban streets.

Each means of circulation would take care of its special job and no other:

through traffic only on the main highways; with street intersections decreased

about twofold; most parking as well as garages, delivery, and other services, on

the lanes; walks completely separated from autos by making them part of a park

instead of a street, and by under- or over-passing the roads; finally, children's

play spaces in the nearby park instead of in busy roads. Specialised highways

were in their infancy in the USA at the time that Radburn was conceived. Here

was not much more than the differentiation of parkways and pseudo-expressways

from the ordinary city or town street. To plan or build roads for a particular use

and no other use required a predetermined decision to make specialised use per-

manent or rather long-lived. That was contrary to the fundamentals of American

real estate gambling, to serve which the pattern of ordinary highways had become

the basis of city planning. I say this in spite of the fact that the 1920s were the

heyday of zoning. None of the realtors, and few city planners, who accepted

zoning as their practical religion, seemed to have faith enough in the permanency

of purely residential use to plan streets to solely that use. No, not even when the

economy of so doing was clearly proved by Henry Wright and Raymond Unwin.
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Zone for dwellings? Yes, but don't give up the hope that your lot may be occu-

pied some day by a store, gas station, or other more profitable use.”56

The Radburn principle did not immediately gain acceptance in the

USA.57 The Radburn principle and concept of “the Neighbourhood

Unit” was, however, taken up in Europe after the Second World

War, for instance in England, where it is referred to as a direct

source of inspiration for “the New Towns” built in the period 1946-

1950.58 However, “the Radburn layout” - see figure 359 can also be

found as the source of inspiration in several other contexts associ-

ated with Colin D. Buchanan. The same is true of the idea con-

cerning “segregation” of the traffic – see, for example, the Swedish

“SCAFT” principles. In 1929 Geddes Smith describes Radburn as:

“A town built to live in - today and tomorrow. A town “for the motor age”. A

town turned out-side-in without any backdoors. A town where roads and parks

fit together like the fingers of your right and left hands. A town in which chil-

dren need never dodge motor trucks on their way to school. A new town - newer

than the garden cities and the first major innovation in town planning since they

were built.”60

Le Corbusier and the functionalistic town: Le Corbusier and the

functionalistic movement61, which later represented the same plan-

ning ideals, formulated a radical proposal as long ago as 1933 for a

different and new type of town that could solve the problems of the

existing town62. The principles behind the solution were called “Ur-

ban Functionalism”63 and are described by Le Corbusier in “The City of

To-morrow and its Planning” from 1929 and the “Athens Charter” from

1933.64 The starting point for this type of town was in principle the

same as for the romanticist Raymond Unwin, Clarence S. Stein and

Henry Wright, etc. – a break with the polluted, dirty, dense indus-

trial town and its traffic problems. Le Corbusier found his inspira-

tion in the USA.65 The solution for him was to gather together the

Figure 4: Example of Le Corbusier traffic solutions
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town and build it upwards. His aim was not to spread out the town

as was the case for garden cities, which filled up the surrounding

countryside, but instead to gather the town’s inhabitants into a few,

very large, free-standing residential blocks with views of the coun-

tryside.66 “Therefore the centre of the city must be constructed vertically”.67 If

one looks at the metaphors that Le Corbusier uses, it was his fasci-

nation with the machine that made Le Corbusier write of the town

at the end of the 1920s: “A town is a tool”68, and then of the house:

“‘Citrohan’, not to say Citröen. That is to say, a house (should be) like a mo-

tor-car, conceived and carried out like an omnibus or a ship's cabin”69, and

finally of the road: “the street is no longer a track for cattle, but a machine

for traffic, an apparatus for its circulation, a new organ”70, and he continues:

“The street is a traffic machine; it is in reality a sort of factory for producing

speed traffic”.71

The starting point for Le Corbusier was his solid conviction that the

existing city (Paris) was about to succumb to industrialisation, the

growing number of cars and increased mobility. He therefore

thought that: “It is time that we should repudiate the existing lay-out of our

towns, in which the congestion of buildings grows greater, interlaced by narrow

streets full of noise, petrol, fumes and dust; and where on each storey the windows

open wide on to this foul confusion. The great towns have become too dense for

the security of their inhabitants and yet they are not sufficiently dense to meet the

new needs of “modern business”. 72

According to Le Corbusier, “Modern Business” demands “Speed” be-

cause one hundred thousand people have to be at work at 9.00 a.m.

in the centre of the town. The key problems for Le Corbusier were

the “congestion” and the “accidents” which the traffic from these one

hundred thousand people created in the town.73 Therefore the ex-

isting old town centres had to be torn down, and new, straight roads

Figure 5: Le Corbusier's “City of Towers”
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had to be constructed which could ensure the necessary “Speed”,

because “Speed is the very epitome of modern city”74 - see figure 5.75 Based

on this, Le Corbusier described four principles on which the overall

planning of the town should be based in the future: “1. We must de-

congest the centres of our cities. 2. We must augment their density. 3. We must

increase the means for getting about. 4. We must increase parks and open

spaces”.76 The new centre of the town was, according to Le Corbus-

ier, the town’s main traffic junction, “THE STATION”. The term

“THE STATION” covers “aerodrome”, “highway junctions” and “subway

station”.77 In order to solve the town’s pressing traffic problems, Le

Corbusier proposed a classification of the traffic. This should be

done directly, with reference to the fact that accidents, including

those which involve pedestrians, could be avoided through such a

classification.78 The solution was a transport system based on a grid

layout and a classification of the road network in which the number

of streets, and thereby intersections, could be reduced by 2/3 in

relation to the traditional town because: “Traffic can be classified more

easily than other things. Today traffic is not classified - it is like dynamite flung

at hazard into the street, killing pedestrians. Even so, traffic does not fulfil its

function. This sacrifice of the pedestrian leads nowhere.”79

The road planning principles were further simplified by Le Corbus-

ier and others at the CIAM congress in 1933, and are thereafter

known as the “Athens Charter”. This charter contains 95 points and,

in addition to requirements with regard to road planning in the

town, specifies a number of other requirements concerning the

planning and design of the town. These are reproduced here from

“Via Constatation de IV CIAM” (About traffic):80

We find:
51. The current traffic network within the towns is the sum of the branches that have been
formed around the major main roads. In Europe the latter date all the way back to the Middle
Ages, or in some cases as far back as ancient history.
52. The major traffic roads were originally designed for pedestrians and horse-drawn carriages,
and therefore do not match the motorised forms of transport of today.
53. The width of the streets is often inadequate and prevents full utilisation of the new, motor-
ised traffic’s speed and thereby prevents the town from gaining a corresponding lift.
54. The distances between road intersections are too short.
55. The widening of streets which are too small is often difficult, expensive and ineffective.
56. In the light of the motorised traffic’s speed, the current network of streets appears to be
meaningless. It lacks precision, potential for adaptation, variation and coherence.
57. Pompous stretches of road for representative purposes have been, or can be, a considerable
hindrance for traffic.
58. In many cases the development of towns has led to the railway network becoming a serious
obstacle by confining residential areas and cutting them off from contact with the town’s vital
areas.

We therefore propose:
59. that the town and region’s overall traffic is analysed on the basis of accurate statistics with
the aim of ascertaining the major traffic arteries and their capacity.
60. that the traffic routes are classified according to their different functions, and that the roads
are constructed according to the weight and speed of the vehicles using them.
61. that busy intersections are constructed with changes of level for continuous traffic.
62. that pedestrians must be able to follow different routes than the car.
63. that the streets are differentiated according to their purpose: residential roads, residential
streets, main streets, through-traffic streets and streets for fast traffic.
64. that the major main traffic arteries are isolated using vegetation.
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Criticism of Le Corbusier's planning has often stemmed from a

reluctance to accept that one can change people’s behaviour via

form, but also an appreciation that the world and people are not as

rational as the impression that Le Corbusier gives in his analyses,

and finally that the excessive use of the same form language, in this

case functionalism/modernism, leads to fragmented and conformist

cities:81 “This book (“The City of To-morrow and its Planning”, ed.)

develops certain earlier ideas, some forcefully, some to the point of absurdity. The

first three chapters attempt to show that a rectilinear geometry is not only func-

tional, for speed, and beautiful, because clear, but the basis of the best culture as

well. ‘Culture is an orthogonal state of mind’ is one of the absurd epigrams

which typifies much of the argument, just as does the opening statement: “‘Man

walks in a straight line because he has a goal and knows where he is going; he

has made up his mind to reach some particular place and he goes straight to

it....’” And: “For Le Corbusier, the barbaric disequilibrium of curved lines,

jagged surfaces, and unclear decoration is inferior to the classical equilibrium of

rectangles and pure volumes – ‘One is a symbol of perfection, the other of effort

only.’ Behind these questionable views were two interesting ideas: first, the Purist

concept that certain forms constitute a natural language, and second, that classi-

cism was a natural result of modern industry”82 or “More important for the

future, however, was the totally new conception of urban space proposed by Le

Corbusier. The streets were, at least in principle, separated from the buildings,

thus doing away with the corridor street. In spite of the very high population

density, the apartment houses were surrounded by trees and lawns. Le Corbusier

referred to it as a vertical garden city, but this idyllic image depended on the

omission of contradictory features; like all his contemporaries, Le Corbusier left

the noise and air pollution caused by motor cars and aeroplanes out of his pic-

ture.”83

Figure 6: H. Alker Tripp's London
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H. Alker Tripp’s road-safety town: With H. Alker Tripp the ref-

erence point is now 1940s England, and in particular London’s traf-

fic problems, and the answer to the question of why people are

killed and injured in traffic on the roads in existing urban areas.

Tripp’s analysis is based on a redesign of the town’s “layout” and

thereby on a number of planning considerations - see figure 6.84 His

hypothesis is that: “Any town so planned that the citizens are killed and

injured in vast numbers is obviously an ill-planned town”.85

As previously mentioned, H. Alker Tripp’s point of reference is

English urban areas and the town’s physical design, in particular

London’s layout, and the analysis is clear and simple:86

“The whole trouble originates in unsuitable layout; the problem is fundamentally

one of design and planning. On the railways, the toll of casualties is not compa-

rable to that of the roads because the railways were from the outset designed for

mechanical transport. The roads were not so designed. On the railways proper

layout came first and high speeds afterwards; on the roads high speeds were in-

troduced on primitive and unprotected tracks; and now, after more than a gen-

eration, the right kind of layout both in our towns and in the country at large is

still awaited. All this will have to be changed. It is in the towns and built-up

areas, which are the special field of the town planner, that the great majority of

casualties are occurring”.87

For Tripp, the solution to these problems is that via good road de-

sign it is possible to ensure control of movement on the roads: “The

entire road system must be so designed as really to control movement, an end

Figure 7: Principle sketch of road-planned urban area
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which has as yet been very seldom achieved”88. This can be done by firstly

carrying out a “zoning”89 of the town (according to function) and

then a two-part “segregation” of the traffic between the zones in the

town: “(i) Place-segregation” and (ii) “Time-segregation.”90

H. Alker Tripp then proposes the creation of a road hierarchy con-

sisting of three types of road defined on the basis of the type of

traffic which the road shall accommodate:91

(1) Arterial road – “These are the roads for long distance movement through the

country, and for the heavy main traffic-flows in towns….(2) Sub-arterial road –

“The sub-arterial, an intermediate class of road, is required to link up the main

arteries with the various webs of minor roads…..(3) Local road – “The local

roads are of quite a different category. In the country they are the lanes and by-

ways; in towns they are the roads for residence, business and shopping. They will

be so designed as to discourage through traffic of any kind from entering them at

all.”92

Figure 793 shows an example of Tripp’s division of an urban area. At

the top is the “Arterial road”. There are 3 vertical “Sub-arterial roads”

and the areas A and B are areas that are rebuilt, i.e. with few exits.

Area C is only partly rebuilt according to Tripp’s principles and

therefore has a lot of exits onto the bottom third “Sub-arterial road”.

The classification principle for the roads is supplemented by a num-

ber of intersection principles associated with each road type. Big

roundabouts of up to approximately 180 metres in diameter are

recommended for major roads. For minor roads T-junctions and

“staggered crossroads” are recommended. Central to H. Alker Tripp is

the reduction of the number of intersections on the so-called “Sub-

arterial roads” in existing urban areas. Tripp describes very clearly

which town he thinks is the ideal:

“Separation of existing residential, shopping or business areas from the lethal

main traffic-streams. The ideal of planning is that people should be able to lead

their daily lives without any contact at all with the through-traffic routes, save

when they use the latter for purposes of transport. Daily life is lived in the pre-

cincts (three separate precincts, A, B and C, are shown in the diagram); it is

there that shops and places of amusement should be located, not on the main

roads. Where precincts are separated by a main artery (on which traffic is con-

trolled by roundabouts), pedestrians and vehicles pass from one precinct to the

other by means of subways; where, however, precincts border sub-arterial roads

controlled by traffic signals, crossing is effected under protection of the signals.

The principles are elaborated in H. Alker Tripp’s description of the

ideal town built on a radial design of roads, where in particular

Tripp’s “Inner ring road” is the forerunner and inspiration for the later
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“inner ring roads”.94 However, the structuring of the town based on

the road network leads to a number of recommendations – for ex-

ample, with regard to “the main traffic flows”, which “should be regarded

as sheer poison, to be completely isolated and on no account to be allowed to seep

into the precincts”95.

Tripp’s own answer to the question of how to increase road safety

in the town, is in principle a town based on a railway-type road net-

work laid out between a number of “precincts”. The town is turned

around, and each urban area is, so to say, turned in on itself96, or

turned inside-out away from the railway-type road network.97 Inter-

esting in this context are perhaps C. D. Buchanan’s remarks about

Tripp’s ideas. C. D. Buchanan later says that Tripp’s considerations

make up one of the most significant sources of inspiration to his

book, “Traffic in towns”98:

“Profound, too, was his notion of people leading their daily lives in the monastic

seclusion of the precinct cells between the railway-like roads. From this was de-

rived the idea of the self contained 'neighbourhood' of the post-war plans which

some innate dislike of being compartmentalized seems to have blown out into

ever looser and more nebulous forms. The financial implications, too, of some of

these ideas were tremendous. The bold demand that shopping centres fronting on

to arterials be 'turned round' to face a precinct street must have raised many an

eyebrow amongst estate and valuation surveyors, for in fact this is an operation of

extreme difficulty and protraction, except, and it is a very big exception, when

the local authority is prepared to buy out the numerous interests and leases and

assume redevelopment responsibility itself. It is when one considers carefully the

full implications of H. Alker Tripp's theory - the searing of the town with a

railway-like grid of roads and the literal turning of the place inside out - that the

first qualms arise and one asks whether, if this is the price to be paid for the

motor car, is it really worth having?”99

Colin D. Buchanan’s modern town: It is, in fact, Colin D. Bu-

chanan who ends up assuming the role of the originator of the road

planning principles which for many have become synonymous with

Figure 8: Colin D. Buchanan’s new year 2010 town
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road planning’s ultimate attempt to destroy the classical European

town. The starting point in this case was the analyses of four case

studies: Newbury, Leeds, Norwich and a small section of central

London.100 In “Traffic in towns” or “The Buchanan Report”, the English

and the rest of the world get an idea – with radical examples – of

how the town (the existing town and the new town) can be planned

and thereby brought to function in a situation in the year 2010,

when Colin D. Buchanan and others predict that there will be ap-

proximately 540 vehicles or 405 private cars per 1,000 inhabitants in

England.101 Figure 8 shows an example of how the existing town

could be rebuilt102 according to Colin D. Buchanan’s principles so

that it could accommodate the huge increase in cars and traffic that

would inevitably come.103

Buchanan’s road planning principles were based on the perception

of a town as consisting of a number of “buildings” where the activity

of “traffic” begins and ends. Buchanan believes that: “In towns there-

fore, traffic can be said to be a function of buildings”.104 Note that “Traffic” in

this case is synonymous with car/bus/truck and pedestrian traffic.105

A hospital is used as a metaphor for the town. Based on the traffic

in the corridors between the rooms (kitchen, storeroom, day rooms

and so on) in the hospital, a parallel is drawn to the traffic on the

roads between the houses in the town. The main problem according

to Buchanan is that the roads in the town – unlike the corridors in

the hospital – often do not provide the opportunity for optimum

“flow” to “traffic” due to the fact that they contain crossroads and

stretches of road which are too narrow and which do not provide

enough space for parking, and that access to “buildings” often takes

place from the roadside, etc. All this creates a number of “environ-

mental problems” such as “Safety, Noise, Fumes and Smell.”106 The central

problem, “the essence of the problem”, is thereafter linked to three con-

cepts: “accessibility”, “environment” and “pedestrian movement”.107 The

concept of “accessibility” covers two aspects: “First, vehicle users should

be able to move from one part of a town to another - or beyond – in safety and

with reasonable speed, directness, and pleasantness from the 'driver’s eye view'.

Second, on arrival in the vicinity of his destination the driver should be able to

penetrate without delay close to his final destination and to stop there without

restriction”.108

The concept of “environment” covers: “A place, or an area, or even a

street, which is free from the dangers and nuisances of motor traffic”.109

The concept of “pedestrian movement” covers: “The simple act of walking

plays an indispensable part in the transport system of any town”.110
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Buchanan then defines his problem starting from the 3 concepts of

“accessibility”, “environment” and “pedestrian movement”: “…it is to contrive

the efficient distribution, or accessibility, of large numbers of vehicles to large

numbers of buildings, and to do it in such a way that a satisfactory standard of

environment is achieved”.111

The solution to the problem initially involves defining a road hierar-

chy consisting of two types of road in the urban areas: “distributors,

designed for movement, and access roads to serve the buildings”.112 In this case

there are four types of road in the urban areas: The Primary distribu-

tors, District distributors, Local distributors and Access roads.113 What re-

mains between “the distributors” are urban areas which Colin D. Bu-

chanan calls “the environmental areas”.114 The aspect that really charac-

terises these areas is that they do not contain any through traffic: “It

cannot be emphasised too strongly that the environmental areas envisaged here

may be busy areas in which there is a considerable amount of traffic, but there is

no extraneous traffic, no drifts of traffic filtering through without business in the

area.”115

In reality the “environmental area” is defined by how much traffic it

generates: “The maximum size of an environmental area is governed by the

need to prevent its own traffic building up to a volume that in effect necessitates

sub-division by the insertion of a further distributory link in the network.”116

According to Buchanan, this means in principle that in a given “envi-

ronmental area” a sort of equilibrium can be established between the

“traffic capacity” and “environmental capacity”. The relationship or equi-

librium can be changed since “within any urban area as it stands, the

establishment of environmental standards automatically determines the accessi-

bility, but the latter can be increased according to the amount of money that can

be spent on physical alterations”.117

The “environmental areas”, which are “residential areas”, are recom-

mended by Colin D. Buchanan to be planned directly on the basis

of the Radburn principles: “(i) The creation of a superblock (or, as we

would say, an environmental area) free from through traffic.” and “(ii) The

creation of a system of pedestrian footpaths entirely separate from vehicular

routes, and linking together places generating pedestrian traffic.”118

Figure 9119 shows a practical example of how roads can be led

through an existing town, how wide they should be and where they

should be located in the town. Colin D. Buchanan proposes that the

ideal town should be designed around a cell-based hexagonal grid

built-up around a three-way intersection.120 There is no doubt that

“Traffic in towns” or “The Buchanan Report” had great impact; so much

so that even 20 years after the publication of the report, Colin D.

Buchanan himself concludes: “Yet, in spite of all the effort, it was widely
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misinterpreted, being taken by many people to be a blueprint for the total recon-

struction of towns and cities with traffic circulations at different physical levels,

costing a fortune and not very nice to look at into the bargain”,121 and “The

principles were demonstrated by application to a number of real places: Newbury

as a small town, Norwich as a larger town with a heritage of historic buildings,

Leeds as a large industrial city, and a sector of London lying to the west of Tot-

tenham Court Road and north of Oxford Street. These exercises were widely

misunderstood to be firm recommendations, but in fact they were simply demon-

strations to show what might be achieved for accessibility and environment for

varying amounts of physical change (i.e. expenditure).”122

Buchanan himself subsequently points out what he found most im-

portant, and what the report led to: “They confirmed an earlier finding

that in small towns it should be possible to accommodate most of the car usage

that might be desired in the future, but the larger the town the more difficult and

expensive it becomes to the point that restrictions on car usage emerge as realistic

policy. This was a revolutionary finding at the time - the notion that there was

no obligation on city authorities to try to accommodate all future traffic demands,

indeed that it was impossible to do it, came as a shock to many in the engineer-

ing world. The very idea that a street had two capacities for the passage of traffic

- a 'crude capacity', when considered simply as a channel for the passage of vehi-

cles, and an 'environment capacity' when the effects of traffic on pedestrians,

residents and so on were taken into account - was a rude intrusion into the engi-

neers' world.”123

Figure 9: Colin D. Buchanan’s large-scale road planning
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The road planning principles described in “The Buchanan report” were,

as previously stated, the subject of long-lasting debate. Even 20

years after its publication, the report’s conclusions still provoke op-

position.

“The twenty years since Traffic in Towns has taught us a great deal about the

urban transport problem. If the conceptual framework had not been expressed

with such clarity, the learning would have been more difficult. The Report re-

vealed the issues so well, and discreetly mapped out the economic, social and

environmental matters, which were to steadily move up the urban policy maker's

agenda. An inescapable conclusion from the experiences since the publication of

Traffic in Towns is that too much is to be lost from the lack of integration of

transport development and management, from failure to co-ordinate public and

private transport planning, from inadequate treatment of the relationship be-

tween transport and the environment and poor integration of transport and land

use development.”124

Or expressed in a slightly different way from Sweden: “The American

model (like Colin D. Buchanan’s, ed.) was built primarily on a system of

urban freeways often brutally overlaid onto the existing town as, for instance, in

the plan for Helsinki from 1968 (Smith, 1968). The European model was also

based on urban freeways and radical measures, but still represented a more bal-

anced approach with differentiation within the existing road network, the im-

plementation of pedestrian streets and other traffic calming measures.”125

But criticism has also come from other quarters and with other

points of reference, namely that Colin D. Buchanan’s predictions on

the increase in car ownership in major cities was simplified, and that

the development should also be seen in the light of continued ur-

banisation – trends which were already on the way when “Traffic in

Towns” was written, but which were overlooked. Major new highway

projects in existing urban areas were, or are, therefore not always

necessary, but should be seen in relation to the town in question’s

potential for development: “The problem with Traffic in Towns is that it

relied on a trend forecast in car ownership, but assumed in its analysis that the

changes in urban form that were already strongly evident would not continue.”126

S. Olof Gunnarsson and the “SCAFT” town: S. Olof Gunnars-

son, Sune Lindström et al began working in 1961 on new principles

for Swedish road and town planning. This resulted in the so-called

“SCAFT 1968” publication, which became known throughout the

world, and which was also literally translated into Danish that very

same year. The publication provides guidelines for “Town planning”

with regard to the construction and planning of new urban areas,

see figure 10.127 Then in 1972 S. Olof Gunnarsson et al published
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“PRINCIPLES FOR TRAFFIC CALMING WITH REGARD TO

ROAD SAFETY”128, hereinafter called “SCAFT 1972”, with road

planning principles for existing urban areas which did not become

as well known as the “SCAFT 1968” principles, but whose content

is in actual fact just as revolutionary. This last publication was pro-

duced by a working group which called itself “SCAFT 1972”.129 The

first point of reference for both the “SCAFT 1968” and “SCAFT

1972” principles was the attempt to improve road safety in the

towns by reducing the number of “conflicts and disorder in the traffic”.

These measures aimed to reduce the number of those killed and

injured in traffic by 50 %.130 The second and third points of refer-

ence were that “it is not feasible to reduce the number of accidents simply by

reducing the number of cars. We need the cars. Instead we should try to use then

in the right manner”131, and finally, “it is easier to adapt the environment to

man, than to adapt man to the environment”.132 An example of the ideas’

practical realisation is shown in figure 11.133 The following section

deals primarily with a review of the “SCAFT 1972” publication and

the principles of how traffic calming in existing urban areas should

be carried out.134 The starting point for the “SCAFT 1972” ideas on

traffic calming in the existing town was – as for Colin D. Buchanan

– recognition of the fact that a lot of urban areas lack the prerequi-

sites to meet the demands resulting from increasing vehicular traffic.

However, the aim in this case was not – as for Buchanan – to show

how more space could be created for cars in the town.135 The pre-

liminary realisation was that road planning cannot be carried out in

existing towns in the same way as in new towns since the possibili-

ties for “traffic segregation and traffic differentiation” in existing towns do

not always exist. For example, according to S. Olof Gunnarsson et

al it was almost impossible to imagine the vertical separation in ex-

isting urban areas required in order to achieve the road safety and

environmental standards which could be achieved in new urban

areas.136 Traffic calming measures were therefore needed, and traffic

calming meant actual physical changes to the roads aimed at reduc-

ing vehicular traffic and its consequences for selected urban areas.137

Figure 10: New town according to SCAFT 1968 principles
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The concept of “traffic calming” is defined here as: “Planning and im-

plementation of a series of co-ordinated measures in order to improve the traffic

environment within a built-up area primarily with respect to road safety and as

far as possible reduce the traffic’s impact on its surroundings”.138

S. Olof Gunnarsson et al proposed that in the case of traffic calm-

ing, two types of plan could be used: plans for immediate traffic

calming and plans for more long-term traffic calming of existing

urban areas. Furthermore, the plans should be integrated into mu-

nicipal planning. Proposals for traffic calming in these plans should

be based on seven principles, see for example figure 12139: “1.

Schools’ and service functions’ catchment areas are co-ordinated with the traffic

network’s layout so that conflicts between vehicular traffic and pedestrian and

cycle traffic is reduced. Companies that generate serious conflict situations be-

tween different modes of transport are relocated if possible. This may apply to

industry and similar which are situated in residential areas, and shops and

playgrounds situated on streets carrying through traffic…. 2. Vehicular traffic is

concentrated on a limited number of roads and streets. Through traffic is led

around built-up areas through the systematic closing of streets or conversion to

one-way streets…. .3. The footpath and cycle path network’s major routes are

developed so that segregation is maintained between vehicular traffic and pedes-

trians and cyclists…. 4. Yards and plots are reorganised so that protected play-

grounds and open spaces are maintained…. 5. Streets and intersections which

have a high accident rate or which are expected to become critical as a result of

changes in traffic flow, are regulated or rebuilt. A uniform, simple and clear

traffic environment is aimed at…. 6. The standard of public transport is im-

proved with higher journey speed, regularity, frequency, safety and comfort…. 7.

Figure 11: Town according to SCAFT 1972 principles
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In certain areas vehicular traffic is reduced through parking charges and parking

restrictions. Kerbside parking is prohibited in general, at any rate on main

roads, and parking is transferred instead to combined car parks with good con-

nections to major roads.”140

The principles were based on a number of theses which formed the

foundation for work with road planning. The theses describe “the

occurrence of road traffic accidents and their link to the traffic environment” and

are the foundation on which the principles in the “SCAFT 1968”

and “SCAFT 1972” publications are based.141 As was the case in

“SCAFT 1968”, “SCAFT 1972” introduced a road classification

scheme which was based on the differentiation of traffic as the

method of implementing road planning in existing urban areas.142

The central aspect here is the relationship between the road’s func-

tion and the road’s standard. At the same time a number of coher-

ent, independent, transverse networks were introduced: the “pedes-

trian and cycle network”, “bus network” and “car network”. For each net-

work a number of special requirements were specified. For example,

eighteen requirements are specified for the “car network” alone,

where the first point is that: “1 The car network is designed with consid-

eration of the existing built-up area and countryside and is subordinate to pe-

destrian and cycle traffic’s requirements.”143 With regard to traffic differ-

entiation, on which road classification is based, it was expressed

more generally that: “Traffic differentiation involves the division of traffic

with different functions and characteristics within the same traffic network so

that traffic flows are as homogeneous as possible. Traffic differentiation is a

crucial principle in terms of reducing the conditions for disorder and conflicts

occurring in and from the traffic. The advantages of such a function differentia-

tion include: 1. Road safety is improved since traffic with different transport

tasks and different distances between the point of departure and the destination

Figure 12: Result of application of  SCAFT 1968/1972
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is separated. 2. The average journey speed is improved since the traffic is ho-

mogenised with regard to purpose, speed and type of vehicle. 3. The environment

is improved since large continuous areas free of disturbing vehicular traffic can be

implemented. 4. The traffic network is clearly, uniformly and simply laid out. 5.

Construction costs for the car network will be lower since the traffic is concen-

trated on a limited number of high-class roads.”144

With regard to the classification of the roads in Swedish urban areas,

a general speed limit of 50 km/h in urban areas was introduced,

although occasionally speed limits of up to 70 km/h were used.145

At places where the networks for cycles, pedestrians and cars over-

lapped each other, the speed limit was reduced to 30 km/h. In order

to assist with road planning, a table containing four road types, each

with their specific characteristics, was drawn up for use in existing

towns - see table 2. The principles are processed and presented as a

number of solutions for the implementation of traffic calming in

urban areas directly inspired by the American Harold Marks, H.146

The first results from urban areas traffic-calmed according to the

“SCAFT 1972” principles in Sweden were accompanied by the fol-

lowing remarks: “Traffic calming was implemented to a particularly high

degree in the town centres where one had tried to reduce the amount of motorised

traffic. In terms of accident rates, it was shown that the total number of accidents

had fallen in the traffic-calmed areas. The number of accidents causing material

damage had fallen, but it was difficult to say anything in general about the effect

with respect to accidents causing personal injury. Overall, the accident picture

was very inconsistent and a general increase in road safety for the more vulner-

able road users could not be demonstrated. In terms of the environment, the

removal of the through traffic had led to less noise and less carbon monoxide in

the individual zones, even though the motorised traffic had to drive further owing

to the closure of roads. There was an increase in the amount of traffic outside the

zones, and the individual road user had to drive further in order to reach his or

her destination.”147 And “The form of traffic differentiation operating very much

according to the rules which “SCAFT” represents has, however, met some criti-

cism during recent years. It has been pointed out that the guidelines from

“SCAFT” do not solve the problems for the light road users (cyclists and pe-

destrians) or for public transport”148

A more general criticism of the “SCAFT” principles, in particular

“SCAFT 1968”, has been put forward by OECD and by the Swede

Anders Hagson: “The “SCAFT” guidelines have recently (1979, ed.) been

criticised for the relative dullness created by the uniformity of the street layout, the

difficulties for public transport services and the lack of economic criteria”.149

And “ … the “SCAFT” paradigm is based on a flawed theory concerning

traffic environment – traffic accidents in towns. It is not true that “older town

planning” with a mix of businesses, a mix of traffic, exits from entrances, inter-

secting streets, anomalies in the layout of streets and kerbside-parked cars in
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itself leads to road user behaviour which results in many injuries and deaths. It

is only when the speed of the vehicles is high that the problem occurs. 150
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Table 2: Retrieved from “Meddelande 55-1972”
Type of network Regional network Local urban network Neighbourhood network
Type of vehicle route National

road
Regional
road

Primary
local road

Secondary
local road

Secondary
street

Feeder road Feeder
street

Approach
road

Local
Street

Access
road *

Pedestrian
street *

1 Highest permitted speed (km/h) 110 90 70 50 50 50 50 30 30 30 30
2 Maximum driving distance (km) - 30 10 3 3 1 1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2
3 Minimum distance between inter-

sections (c/c m)
2,500 1,000 500 250 200 50 (100) 50 (100) - - - -

4 Type of intersection between street
or road of same or lower class

Flyover
(level)

Flyover
(level)

Flyover
(level)

Level Level Level, 3-way
(level, 4-
way)

Level, 3-
way (level,
4-way)

Level Level Level Level

5 Parking restrictions: SF = stopping
prohibited  PF = parking prohibited
P = parking permitted

SF SF SF SF SF (SP) SF PF (P) PF PF

6 Direct connection to property, real
estate

None None None None Occa-
sional

None Limited
number

None Yes Yes Yes

7 Maximum amount of traffic (pe/dh) - - 800 800 200 200 50 50
8 Lane width (m) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 (3.25) 3 (3.25) 3 (3.25) 3 (3.25) 2.75 -
9 Protected area min. (m) 25 25 10 5 5 - 3 - - -

Moped No No No No (Yes) Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No (Yes)
Cyclists No No No No No (Yes) No Yes No Yes Yes No (Yes)

Primary pedestrian
route

No No No No No (Yes) No No (Yes) No No (Yes) No Yes

10 Traffic
in/ or
immedi-
ately
adjacent
to road

Pe-
destri
ans Secondary pedes-

trian route
No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No

11 Type of crossing between motorised
vehicle routes and primary pedes-
trian and cycle routes

Pedestrian
tunnel/
bridge

Pedestrian
tunnel/
bridge

Pedestrian
tunnel/
bridge

Pedestrian
tunnel/
bridge

Regulated Pedestrian
tunnel/
bridge (Un-
regulated)

Regulated
(Unregu-
lated)

Unregu-
lated

Unregu-
lated

- -

Appendix 3.13 Note: (Blank fields) New planning standard – In older built-up areas this standard may be in the very long term. (Shaded fields) Traffic calming standard – In
older built-up areas this standard has been achieved within the general plan’s time horizon (15-20 years) - ( ) Special case - * Pedestrian and cycle priority streets.
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Analysis and conclusions: A review of the six “classical road plan-

ning references” shows that road planning evolves over time, and that

the functional road planning method, expressed through the idea

that “Form follows function” by L. H. Sullivan, is in fact presented as

early as 1909 by Raymond Unwin. Road planning is first and fore-

most seen as a method of reconstructing and strengthening the lay-

out of the classical town (Raymond Unwin), although the town here

is already planned with several centres and thus more transport. At

this point in time, the motor vehicle has almost no significance.

Road planning then becomes a method to avoid road traffic acci-

dents and create continued traffic flow in the town (Clarence S.

Stein, H. Alker Tripp, Le Corbusier). In particular, with Le Corbus-

ier’s focus on traffic flow or “speed”, the references in terms of lay-

out used in more classical town planning and road planning are re-

moved, and the town is – so to say – blown to pieces. The motor

car is the main problem, or part of the main solution, c.f. Le Cor-

busier. Finally, road planning is seen as a method to control vehi-

cles’ impact – in the form of accidents and environmental nuisances

– in certain parts of the town (Colin D. Buchanan and S. Olof

Gunnarsson). With regard to the latter, a serious question mark was

put against the continued legitimacy of the car’s presence in urban

areas in 1972, but this notion had no major impact. The review

shows clearly that even at a very early stage detailed formal require-

ments regarding individual road types had been formulated. The

first of these involved requirements with regard to the width of the

road (Raymond Unwin), then to the type of traffic on the road

(Clarence S. Stein, H. Alker Tripp, Le Corbusier) and finally to the

speed which one wanted the vehicle on the road to use (Colin D.

Buchanan and S. Olof Gunnarsson).

The number and complexity of the requirements with regard to

road planning increase over time and reach their peak with “SCAFT

1968” and “SCAFT 1972” (S. Olof Gunnarsson). At the same time

the review shows that the individual road planning principles’ rela-

tionship to the town become increasingly influenced by the car. This

occurs at the same time as the requirements with regard to the road

network become increasingly detailed. Finally, the road planning

principles contain no descriptions of what the town actually is (c.f.

the reference to the layout of the hospital), or what is to happen to

the town, or how it should be laid out in a classical town planning

manner (see Colin D. Buchanan and S. Olof Gunnarsson). The fo-

cus has switched solely to focusing on solving the problems which

the road, the motor car and the town create. This shift can be illus-

trated by the changing perception of the urban area. The urban area

changes from being defined by its layout to being defined by its

function - for example as a residential area (Raymond Unwin). Fi-
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nally the urban area becomes something which is defined and lim-

ited solely by the amount of traffic it generates, and is called, for

example, “the environmental area” (Colin D. Buchanan and S. Olof

Gunnarsson).

This shift can be seen at three levels. Firstly, through the recom-

mendation of turning the individual urban areas inwards, i.e. away

from the traffic (Clarence S. Stein, H. Alker Tripp). Secondly in

relation to the recommendations concerning the orientation of the

individual buildings. Initially, it is recommended that the most im-

portant facade must face the sun and the roads laid out accordingly

(Raymond Unwin). This evolves into a subsequent recommendation

that the houses’ most important facades, and preferably the entire

primary facade of the house, should face away from major roads

with heavy traffic (Clarence S. Stein, H. Alker Tripp and Colin D.

Buchanan). Finally, at a more general level the shift can be seen

through a wish to gather and combine particular functions in par-

ticular areas – schools in residential areas, business and industry in

industrial areas and so on (S. Olof Gunnarsson). However, this de-

sire has already been noted before the car makes its presence felt in

the town (Raymond Unwin), and the reason given here is a desire to

accumulate, for example, businesses and industry in certain parts of

the town due to a number of environmental considerations. The

review also shows, however, that the principal argument in the six

“classical road planning references” for using road planning is the poten-

tial for increasing road safety (all references), although references are

also made to the fact that several other types of capacity, traffic flow

and environmental problems will be able to be solved through the

use of road planning (Le Corbusier, H. Alker Tripp, Colin D. Bu-

chanan and S. Olof Gunnarsson). In this context it is worth noting

that the solution of traffic flow problems is considered to be some-

thing positive (Le Corbusier, Colin D. Buchanan and S. Olof Gun-

narsson), even though H. Alker Tripp, with his road safety vision, is

the one who emphasises the road safety aspect in road planning the

most. More generally it can be seen that in the majority of the six

“classical road planning references” a number of common propositions

are employed based on a desire to reduce the number of road traffic

accidents. These involve, for example, the proposition with regard

to the appropriateness of dividing the road network into roads for

local and through traffic. These propositions are not often docu-

mented in the “classical road planning references”, but appear as logical

and reasonable principles; see, for example, the idea that: “The entire

road system must be so designed as really to control movement, an end which has

as yet been very seldomly achieved”. (H. Alker Tripp). It is not until later

that a methodical attempt, with a basis in empirical references, is

made to account more scientifically for the value of these proposi-

tions (S. Olof Gunnarsson). In this regard it is worth noting that in
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a number of cases the propositions are initially formulated in the

“classical road planning principles” and then (often much) later rendered

probable.151

As a result, it is here deemed that the “classical road planning references”

should be seen as examples of a collection of “best practice” in which

the implementation of the principles has been dependent on local

conditions in the local context. The “SCAFT” principles (S. Olof

Gunnarsson) are the only principles which systematically seek to

refer to proper scientific studies. It is therefore beneficial to per-

ceive the “classical road planning references” more as sources of inspira-

tion for the local road planning principles of the future in urban

areas, rather than as actual complete solutions. As will be seen on

the next few pages, this is what in fact happens in practice. The ex-

periments from real-life practice have, however, had good results

overall. But what is this discussion between “classical road planning

references” really all about?

It involves two disciplines, town planning and road planning, which

aim to solve what they regard as problems in urban areas, and

thereby create the basis for their legitimacy in their own and others’

eyes. The starting point for both disciplines is the wish to offer us

all a life in “good and attractive towns” with “safe and efficient road systems”,

something that we are all looking for to a greater or lesser degree. It

is something which is perceived as being synonymous with towns

with a few cars and towns with a lot of cars respectively. Each in

their own way the disciplines try to meet this demand based on their

own terms, but are bound by a common destiny since they take as

their starting points the same geographical and physical area –

namely the urban area or the town – and are in reality based on the

same planning method – the functional method. This common des-

tiny can be expressed as a number of propositions which seem to be

mutually incompatible, but which efforts are made to reconcile. At

the same time “good and attractive towns mitigate against safe and efficient

road systems” and “safe and efficient road systems mitigate against good and

attractive towns”. On the other hand, no-one demands “good and attrac-

tive towns without safe and efficient road systems” nor does anyone demand

“safe and efficient road systems without good and attractive towns.” It is pro-

posed here that it may be beneficial to perceive the “classical road

planning references” as a concrete proposal for solutions for reconciling

these two propositions, even though it can be shown that the point

of reference here ends up being road planning principles which seek

to create “safe and efficient road systems” which dominate that which

one within the classical town planning tradition152 called, and still

call, “good and attractive towns”. Solutions as to how one creates “good

and attractive towns” and “safe and efficient road systems” respectively have
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in other words changed. However, it is proposed here that the un-

derlying propositions, problems and dilemmas have not necessarily

done so. Finally, it can be demonstrated that these classical refer-

ences, with one exception (H. Alker Tripp), are based directly on

architects’ and planners’ considerations, analyses and solutions

based on the dictum “Form follows function” and a number of  other

North American considerations. European architects and planners

should therefore take account of this fact before they give the car or

others the blame for the development of the modern town that sur-

rounds us today.
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Table 3a: Summary description of the 6 classical road planning references:

Policy:
(Strategic level)

Planning:
(Tactical level)

Practice:
(Operational level)

Road safety and traffic flow: Road planning and town
planning ideals:

Raymond Un-
win: “Town
planning in
practice” 1909:

The new town

The vision is to create beauti-
ful urban spaces.

Road planning shall support a
compact town with a Gothic-
inspired village-look.

The roads shall connect the
town centre and the districts
of the town. In the districts in
which there are residential
areas, the roads shall express
this. The curved road is pre-
ferred to the straight road.
Radial town layout.

2 road types:

1. “Main roads”
2. “Residential roads.”

Large roundabouts and T-
junctions are used.

The function and course of
the roads shall be subordinate
to the requirements of the
town, and thereby each
house’s requirements and
orientation towards light and
fresh air. Attractive, classical
spaces.

The town, the district and the
houses must be attractive
places in which to live and
function.

The house turns its main
facade towards the road.

“Area” = “The functional zone”
Clarence S. Stein
(Radburn 1928):

The new town

The vision is to separate mo-
torised traffic from pedestri-
ans/playing children and cycle
traffic in order to prevent road
traffic accidents.

Road planning shall create an
open town with few traffic
accidents and help to create an
open, low town surrounded
by parkland scenery.

The road is integrated as a
method of physically separat-
ing road users from each
other. This can be done by
leading the roads over cycle
paths and footpaths.

Extensive use of no-through
roads in residential areas.

(no well-defined layout).

4 road types and a footpath
system:

1. “Express highways (for move-
ment)”
2. “Main through traffic roads (for
collection).”
3. “Secondary collector roads (for
collection).”
4. “Service lanes (for service and
parking).”
5. “Walks (for cyclist and walk-
ing).”
Spatial segregation of road
and footpath network.

The course of the roads shall
ensure undisturbed life in
residential areas.

At the same time, the roads
shall ensure fast connections
between districts and towns.

The majority of roads shall be
located such that the town is
perceived as a parkland area
when seen from the road.

The town, the district and the
house shall primarily fulfil a
number of social and func-
tional requirements, and sec-
ondly meet a number of aes-
thetic requirements, for ex-
ample be situated in green
surroundings.

The house’s facades are
equally important and turn
both towards the road and the
garden.

“Area” = “Neighbourhood Unit”
Le Corbusier
(“The City of To-
morrow and its
planning” 1929
and the “Athens
Charter” from
1933):

The new town

The vision is to separate dif-
ferent types of traffic from
each other on their own indi-
vidual road networks in order
to ensure “Speed.”

Road planning shall ensure the
open but compact town and
promote the efficiency of the
high-rise town.

The road shall create the effi-
cient connection in the town.
The straight road is preferred
to the curved road

Total physical separation of
the traffic network on differ-
ent transport levels in the
town.

Grid urban layout.

3 road types and a footpath
system:

1. “Roads for heavy traffic (below
ground)”.
2. “Roads for ordinary traffic (at
ground level).”
3. “Roads for fast traffic (over
ground on pillars).”
A footpath system (ground level).

The road is an independent
machine that shall produce
traffic. The road shall not
function to create space, but
as a road with the function of
making room for transport.

The road shall ensure “speed”
and be straight.

The town, the district and the
houses shall be gathered to-
gether. The density of the
town is increased, building
shall take place upwards and
everything shall function
efficiently like machines. The
high-rise block has no direc-
tion, and the residential house
has equal facades.

“Area” = “the Cellular”
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Table 3b: Summary description of the 6 classical road planning references:
H. Alker Tripp
(“Town planning
and Road traffic”
1942) :

The existing
town

The vision is to ensure that
people do not get hurt in the
urban traffic.

Road planning must ensure a
town with a road network in
which only a few accidents
happen.

The road system shall be
developed around the princi-
ples for “Time and place segrega-
tion”.

Road planning shall control
the consequences of “move-
ment”.

Radial urban layout.

3 road types:

1. “Arterial roads (for through
traffic).”
2. “Sub-arterial roads (connection
between arterial and local roads).”
3. “Local roads ( for local traffic).”

Large roundabouts and T-
junctions.

The roads are regarded as 2
networks, each with its own
function: either railway-type
transport corridors for “through
traffic” or local roads for “non-
through traffic”.

“The sub-arterial roads” are
linking roads between the 2
other road types.

The town shall be divided by
“the arterial roads”. The districts
are turned inwards towards
“the local roads”. The houses
shall turn their primary fa-
cades away from “the arterial
roads” and towards “the local
roads”.

“Area” = “the precinct”
Colin D. Bu-
chanan (“Traffic
in towns” 1963):

The existing
town

The vision is to describe how
space can be created for a
growing number of cars in the
town.

Road planning shall help to
ensure a reduction of a num-
ber of problems: “The environ-
mental problems with safety, noise,
fumes and smell.”

The road system is classified
and developed around the
town’s areas, which are de-
fined here as “environmental
areas”.

Grid urban layout (hexagonal).

3 road types:

1. “Primary distributors.”
2. “Secondary distributors.”
3. “Local distributors.”

“Flyovers” and T-junctions.
Several new transport levels
are created in the town.

The roads shall meet the de-
mands the car makes on them
in order to continue to be an
efficient means of transport.

If it is not possible to invest
the necessary amount of
money, demands must be
placed on the traffic on the
roads in the form of reduc-
tions in vehicular traffic. In
other words a balance is cre-
ated between the area’s “traffic
capacity” and “environmental
capacity.”

“Area” = “the environmental
area”

S. Olof Gunnars-
son (“SCAFT
1968” and
“SCAFT 1972”):

The new and
existing town

The vision is to ensure a
marked fall in the number of
road traffic accidents in new
and existing urban areas.

Road planning shall, based on
a few simple principles, ensure
a town with few road traffic
accidents.

The road system is based on a
detailed road classification.
The road types are defined by
11 variables – for example
speed and distance between
intersections.

In traffic calming areas, differ-
ent combinations of one-way
streets and closed roads are
recommended.
Grid urban layout.

5 road types:

1. “Primary local road 70 km/h”
2. “Secondary local road 50 km/h
(Secondary streets)”
3. “Feeder road 50 km/h (Feeder
street)”
4. “Approach roads 30 km/h
(Local streets)”
5. “Access roads 30 km/h (Pe-
destrian streets)”

The road’s function, and
thereby the relationship be-
tween traffic flow/road safety
depends on the road type.

The town and the houses’
location shall be subordinate
to the road’s/the traffic’s
requirements.

The town, the district and the
house shall primarily fulfil a
number of social and func-
tional requirements.

“Area” = “Neighbourhood”
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1 Hass-Klaus, C. (1990): “The Pedestrian and City Traffic”. Note: See, for exam-
ple, page 32.
2 Note: The relationship between being stationary and moving in the town has
changed due to changes in our journey speed, see Giedion, S. (1967): “SPACE,
TIME AND ARCHITECTURE” page 739 and page 771, which points out that
this development, which is caused by, among other things, new transport tech-
nologies, can be dated back to the industrial development of Paris in around 1853
and Rambuteau’s work. This was followed by Hausmann’s work in 1867, when
the problems with the traffic in Paris in actual fact superseded the problems with

                                                                                                           
possible insurrection, etc. The first international road conference was held in Paris
in 1908, see Nordquist, S. (1989): “Trafik & miljø i Stadskärnan”, page 9.
3 Pak-Poy, P. G. (1968): “Some comments on principles which should govern the
long-range planning of urban road systems”, page 9 fig. 3. Note: The original
figure was developed on the basis of one of the few original references in which
the relationship between town and road planning is described.
4 Michl, Jan (1995): “Form Follows WHAT?”, section 3.: Note: there is also a
clear departure from this “dictum” here. The original proposition, “Form follows
function” is quoted from Sullivan, L. H. (1947): “The Tall Office Building Artisti-
cally Considered.” in: Athey I., ed. “Kindergarten Chats (revised 1918) and Other
Writings”. New York, Wittenborn, Schultz, but can be dated back to considera-
tions from around the 1750s and the Italian monk Carlo Lodoli.
5 “Athens Charter”, (1985): Note: It is deemed here to be the clear town planning
basis and a good representative for “the functional method” in town planning.
Note that “the functional method” can also be used with regard to a town divided
up according to function; housing in one part, industry in another, etc. Inspiration
comes from Kornstra, M. J. ed. (1991): “Naar eeen duurzam veilig wegverkeer”,
page 67, in which a simplified model, but one which contains the same idea, is
illustrated. See also Claus Bech-Danielsen et al. ed. (2001): “Modernismens
genkomst”, page 14, where it is pointed out that the term “functional” is a Scan-
dinavian interpretation of the term “the modern movement” within architecture.
6 Cameron, J. W. M. (1977): “The influence of the layout of the road network”,
page 2. Note: An original account of the subject is given here based on particu-
larly comprehensive literature studies.
7 Cameron, J. W. M. (1977): “The influence of  the layout of  the road network”,
page 12. Note: The original figure appears in a modified form. The theoretical
idea itself  of  an urban hierarchy is common in many professions in, for example,
geography. Christaller, Walter (1966): “Central places in Southern Germany”, page
1 and pages 224 - 225. Here the terms Threshold, Hinterlands, Function, and
Urban Hierarchy are used to describe a hierarchical distribution of “places”.
However, his starting point for this unique idea of place/urban hierarchy was that
the landscape was completely flat, that products and people were evenly distrib-
uted within this landscape and that everyone had the same income and that the
distances to other places/towns were most important, but at the same time that
everyone could in theory only travel in straight lines in the direction they wanted
to. The final condition was that everyone would travel to the place/town which
lay closest in order to get the product that they wanted – i.e. a very idealised
situation. The question he wished to answer was: “Are there Laws Which Deter-
mine the Number, Size and Distribution of Towns?”
8 Note: The title of this section was originally “road planning, the modern town
and history” and inspired by the book Sutcliffe, A. (1980): “The Rise of Modern
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Urban Planning, 1800-1914”, which points out that the planning of the town was
institutionalised after 1914, see pages 2-3. But others, for example Giedion, S.
(1967): “SPACE, TIME AND ARCHITECTURE”, page 14, point out that the
birth of modern architecture, and thereby town planning, can in purely historical
terms be dated back to 1908, when the mathematician Hermann Minkowski de-
scribed space in 4 dimensions for the first time. This takes place in parallel with
the disappearance of the central perspective in pictorial art, the dissolution of the
hierarchical plan for the house and the problems involved in defining the town’s
centre. The classical, hierarchically built-up town disintegrates. The town’s central
square in front of the church or castle, for example, receives competition from
the square in front of the railway station, the factory, etc. Raymond Unwin him-
self writes in 1909 that the town should now be built up around several centres,
see Unwin, R. (1994): “Town planning in practice”, pages 187-189. The delimita-
tion in this context has taken place by including town and road planning princi-
ples which were carried out whilst the car was developed from around 1885, see
note 6.
9 Kjærsdam, F. (1995): “Byplanlægningens historie”, page 64. Note: Throughout
the history of town planning there have been many examples of urban plans in
which the road or street is incorporated as a central element in the layout of the
town, but the car does not become the point of reference until the 1880s. Instead
there were military, aesthetic or other considerations: See, for example, Haus-
mann’s plans from 1851 for pre-industrial Paris (military considerations) or the
Baroque plan for Karlsruhe (aesthetic considerations). The examples are legion.
10 Burke, G. (1971): “Towns in the making”, page 8. Note: In 1888 the first “car”
(a Mercedes Benz “3-wheeler”) was imported to England from the Continent.
The car was developed in Germany in 1885.
11 Note: The figure is inspired by Brindle, R. (1996): “Living with traffic”, page 60.
Ray Brindle himself has no review of his references, but draws on Hart, D. A.
(1976): “Strategic Planning in London”. Here D. A. Hart briefly accounts for
some of the references. The figure is supplemented by references from Hass-
Klaus, C. (1990): “The Pedestrian and City Traffic”. Finally there is an overview
of several of these references in Kraay J. H. et al. (1982): “DE VERKEERSON-
VEILIGHEID IN WOONWIJKEN”, page 29. A direct omission in Brindle’s
original figure is the reference to Frederick Law Olmsted, who in 1853, in con-
nection with the layout of Central Park in New York, is described as the origina-
tor of the idea of the segregation of the road and footpath network. This is dis-
cussed by Hass-Klaus, who believes that this cannot be proved, although Stein, C.
S. (1966): “Toward New Towns for America”, page 47, refers directly to Olm-
sted’s plan for Central Park. Another omission in R. Brindle’s original figure is the
absence of Le Corbusier and the Athens Charter from 1933 drawn up by Congrés
Internationaux d'Architecture Modern. Finally, the German references are not

                                                                                                           
represented in Brindle’s original figure, for example Baumeister, R. (1876): “Stad-
terweiterungen”, Sitte, C. (1965): “City Planning According to Artistic Principles”
or Reichow, H.B. (1959): “Die autogerechte Stadt; Ein Weg aus dem Verkehrs-
Chaos”. The connection between Le Corbusier, Alker Tripp, and Abercrombie's
ideas and “Traffic in towns” or “The Buchanan Report” is described by Whittick, A.
(1974): “Encyclopaedia of Urban Planning”, page 1974. A proper review of the
road planning principles in the English “new towns”, does not appear here since
in this case there are only indirect references which are not combined into general
recommendations, as is the case for example in “SCAFT 1968: Riktlinjer för
stadsplanering med hänsyn till trafiksäkerhet”, (1968). For a description of the
functionalistic model town of Vällingby (NB: functionalistic town planning’s
Swedish breakthrough is also associated with “Årsta Centrum” (part of Stock-
holm), which was planned by a project team under the leadership of Sven Marke-
lius (and “Fasta”, “Skärholmen” and “Järva”)), a suburb of Stockholm built and
planned in the 1950s, see Åstroöm, Kell (1967): “Svensk stadsplanering” pages
76-77. or Strong, Ann, L. (1971): “Planned Urban Environments”, pages 35-61.
There is no doubt that this Swedish functionalistic vein, or “The Stockholm Al-
ternative”, described, for example, by Hall, Peter (2002): “Cities of Tomorrow”,
page 334, is based on “Årsta Centrum” and “Fasta”, “Skärholmen” and “Järva”
and points directly at the “SCAFT” principles. Tetlow, J. et al. (1968): “Homes,
Towns and Traffic”, page 112, describes the connection between developments in
Sweden and England, where during the 1950s and 1960s there was a form of
dialogue with regard to “urban development of the future”. A good description of
two English new towns is found in Tetlow, J. et al. (1968): “Homes, Towns and
Traffic”: 1) Cumbernauld, in which – as the first town in Britain – a road hierar-
chy is established (planned) (page 82 and page 100) and 2) Stevenage, the first
“multi-level town” - page 100. Stevenage was, furthermore, based on a “cellular
structure” and a particularly thorough segregation of the urban areas according to
function, see Cherry, Gordon E. (1974): “THE EVOLUTION OF BRITISH
TOWN PLANNING”, page 143. It can be discussed whether Milton Keynes
should have been included in this figure. However, it is omitted because it is
deemed that the traffic flow theme, in the form of the central discussion of pri-
vate versus public traffic, is the important element here – and not road safety
considerations. A few considerations concerning the location of functions in
relation to the road network are, however, also associated with road safety, see
Evans, Hazel (1972): “New Towns”, page 105 and 115.
12 Dijkstra, Atze (1997): “A sustainably safe traffic and transport system: déja-vu
in urban planning?” Note: The reference is included here directly in a discussion
of Dutch road planning history up until current road planning principles.
13 The “Athens Charter” (1985), page 3. Note: CIAM stands for “Congrés Inter-
nationaux d'Architecture Moderne”. The Athens Charter from 1933 represents
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the decisive overall, formulated break with classical town planning, and is
groundbreaking, not only in the field of traffic planning, but in actual fact in the
perception of what the modern town should look like and which qualities it
should have. Note that the functionalistic idea of the division of the town is al-
ready well developed and is used by, for example, Unwin, R. (1994): “Town plan-
ning in practice”.
14 Note: see for example Buchanan, C. D. (1963): “TRAFFIC IN TOWNS”, page
39.
15 Brindle, R. (1996): “Living with traffic”, page 9. Note: Brindle describes Bu-
chanan’s ideas as a “trade-off between traffic access and amenity”, which is diffi-
cult to interpret, but could be perceived as a weighing up of traffic access and
quality of life.
16 Brindle, R. (1996): “Living with traffic”, page 9.
17 Gunnarsson, S. O. (1995): “Samhälle, livsstill, trafik och trafikplanering”, page
3, and Andersen, H. (1998): “Klassisk og Moderne Samfundsteori”, page 17.
Note: There are also both practical and aesthetic limits for when road planning
principles are not suitable for further use, and questions of how much influence
the road layout actually has, or should have, on the behaviour of the individual
road user as long there is an individual sitting behind the wheel of a car/riding a
bicycle.
18 Note: See the section “Analyses and conclusions” for empirical references
which render probable some of the most important themes in road planning
principles.
19 Corbusier, Le (1987): “The City of To-morrow and its Planning”, page 168.
Note: On the other side is, for example, Raymond Unwin, who as an urban plan-
ner is very inspired by “romanticism”, see Whittick, A. (1974): “Encyclopaedia of
Urban Planning”, pages 988-990. This conflict can also be found in other fields,
cf. Herbert Spencer’s clash with utilitarian moral philosophy and Andersen, H.
(1998): “Klassisk og Moderne Samfundsteori”, page 43.
20 Kuhn, Thomas S. (1995): “Structure of Scientific Revolutions”, page 72. Note:
Kuhn’s definition of a paradigm is as follows : “A paradigm is in general a recog-
nised model or pattern…” and “Paradigms achieve their status because they are
better than their competitors at solving a number of problems that experts now
regard as pressing.”
21 Gunnarsson, S. O. (1984): “Mot ett nytt paradigm för trafikplanering”, page 5.
22 “Road Safety Principles and Models” (1997), page 29. Note: The Finn Valde
Mikkonen is the author of  the table, which was originally developed in an attempt
to chart changes of  focus in the field of  road safety research. In the article: Mik-
konen, Valde (1997): “PARADIGMS OF PRACTICE BEYOND TRAFFIC
SAFETY THEORIES AND MODELS”, page 77, it is pointed out – with refer-
ence to the table – that today we in Western Europe are gravitating towards the

                                                                                                           
fourth paradigm, “Managing the road transport system”. The complete overview
is reproduced here because it also shows that fragments of  former paradigms are
carried through into the next phase. For example, today in Denmark there are not
yet 500 cars per 1000 inhabitants, but some of  the problems associated with this
situation are beginning to be tackled. At the same time work is ongoing nationally
with regard to road accidents. In 1993 the number of  cars per 1000 inhabitants in
Sweden, the Netherlands and Denmark was 410, 375 and 323 respectively. Teng-
ström, Emin (1999): “Towards Environmental Sustainability”, page 174. See also
Elvik, Rune (1991): “Ulykkesteori - historisk utvikling og status i dag”, page 39,
which shows that today (1991) work is ongoing with the concepts of “Systems
Theory and Epidemiological Accident Theory” which correspond very well to
Valde Mikkonen’s ideas and, as we shall see later, in a research project in Sweden
and the Netherlands.
23 Note: Hagson, A. (2000): “Stads- och trafikplaneringens paradigm - om behov
for nya principper för en bättre stadsmiljö”,  page 202. Note: In this case Hagson,
A. and others argue that there are more paradigms, but critics (and Hagson) often
fail to provide solutions to, for example, how the problems concerning the need
for human accessibility by car shall in actual fact be met in urban areas.
24 Buchanan, C. D. (1958): “MIXED BLESSING THE MOTOR IN BRITAIN”,
page 148. Note: Here it is pointed out that the problem actually existed before the
motor car was invented. Later, in Buchanan, C. D. (1963): “TRAFFIC IN
TOWNS”, the same author provides a solution to the problem, but in this con-
nection completely overlooks the fact that the problem of limited space in urban
areas can, in very simplistic terms, be solved in other ways than by rebuilding the
urban areas, namely by expanding the town and establishing new urban areas,
thereby reducing the number of cars per km2.
25 “Tal om vejtrafik” (1998), page 59. Note: Construction costs for municipal
roads today (1996) are lower than in 1972/73, and construction costs peaked in
1978 (measured in 1996 prices). For a more historical review and a description of
the “bankruptcy” of the Danish demolition of buildings to make way for new
streets, see Jørgensen, Steffen Elmer (2001): “Fra chaussé til motorvej”, pages
419-420.
26 Claus Bech-Danielsen et al. ed. (2001): “Modernismens genkomst”, page 9 and
55. Note: The architectonic and town planning solutions in 2002 now primarily
get their inspiration from “modernism”. Based on a “simplified pedagogical
model”, in the same reference, page 54, it can be demonstrated how themes, ways
of thinking, solutions and inspiration change over time but generally return.
27 Jørgensen, Steffen Elmer (2001): “Fra chaussé til motorvej”, page 409 Note:
There is a touch of irony here. It is deemed that it is in fact a number of town
planning considerations concerning conservation that stopped the demolition of
buildings to make way for new streets in Denmark at the end of the 60s and be-
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